Curriculum Overview for Summer Term 2018 - Year 2
English
We will start the term by exploring a
variety of dragon fantasy stories. We
will develop the use of adjectives and
similes when writing imaginative
descriptions. Through the exploration
of fantasy story elements, children will
plan, write and proof read, their own
dragon story.

We will revisit non-chronological
reports. Children will plan and write a
report linked to their science topic.
They will learn to organise their ideas
into simple paragraphs under
subheadings.

Art & Design
In reading, we will continue to
develop
comprehension skills
relating to longer and
more complex texts.



The teaching of effective spelling
Our writing targets will concentrate on strategies and clearly formed
Children will have the opportunity to using a greater range of conjunctions to handwriting will continue.
extend ideas in complex sentences. The
further their understanding of
descriptive language in our poetry unit use of accurate punctuation will remain
a focus within all writing.

on birds.

Shapes
*identify and
describe the
properties of 2-D shapes,
including the number of
sides, and line symmetry in
a vertical line.
*identify and describe the
properties of 3-D shapes,
including the number of
edges, vertices and faces.
*identify 2-D shapes on the
surface of 3-D shapes.

Mathematics
Measure
*choose and use
appropriate standard
units to estimate and
measure length/height in
any direction (m/cm);
mass (kg/g); temperature
(°C); capacity (litres/ml)
to the nearest
appropriate unit.
* find different
combinations of coins
that equal the same
amounts of money.

Science
Plants
Children will investigate seeds and bulbs. They will observe
how seeds germinate and grow into mature plants. They
find out and describe how plants need water, light and a
suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy.
Living Things and their Habitats
Explain differences between things that are living, dead &
that have never been alive. Discuss what living organisms
need to stay alive & well. Investigate the habitats that they
live in. Study simple food chains & how animals obtain their
food.
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*tell and write the time to five
minutes, including quarter
past/to the hour and draw the
hands on a clock face to show
these times.
*know the number of minutes in
an hour and the number of hours
in a day.
*compare and sequence intervals
of time.

Plants
Observational drawings using various mediums. • Children will be exploring a range of educational
Exploring the work of a print maker inspired by Apps.
natural forms.
Creating own paper collages to reflect plant life.

Design & Technology


Computing

Making a wheeled dragon which moves
and which generally matches their
design.

Geography




PSHE


Relationships



Changes

Exploring the
physical geography
of the Island of
Struay/Coll. Using
appropriate vocabulary.
Comparing and contrasting island life to the
capital city of China, Beijing.

Music
 Using voices
creatively
songs.

expressively and
by singing

 Play tuned and untuned instruments
musically.

History
Geography will be the focus of the summer term.

Physical




Education

Jump Rope –
developing coordination,
stamina and skills using
skipping rope(s) individually, in pairs and in
groups.
Dance – children will be working with a Premier
Sport coach to create a class dance.

Religious

Education

Talking about God
 We will explore
ideas that people
have about God and understand the
importance of prayer to many people.
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